
 

 

 

HME Releases its New DX300 Wireless Headset System for High School 
Football Coaches and Pro Audio Applications  

 
Up to 20 Users Participate in Hands-Free, Two-Way Conversation  

  
 

SAN DIEGO — August 20, 2007 — HME is pleased to announce the DX300, a wireless headset 
solution designed for high school football coaches and audio professionals requiring 2-channel 
operation.  Featuring the smallest and most lightweight beltpac, the DX300 allows hands-free, 
simultaneous communication for up to 20 users.   
 
“We designed DX300 for sports (primarily high school football coaches) and professional audio 
intercom users who require a rugged and portable digital solution” said Rick Molina, product manager 
of HME’s Pro Audio Division. “This affordable, highly reliable system sets up in minutes and can be 
expanded from the basic five user system to accommodate up to 20 users in clear, two-way, hands-
free conversation.  A 4-Wire I/O Base Interface allows pro audio users to connect to external hardwired 
intercom systems.”   
 
The DX300 wireless headset system is designed to travel easily from venue to venue without concern 
for outside interference.  It can operate on either electrical AC power or batteries.  Dual-slot diversity 
antennas detect the strongest signal for clear, uninterrupted conversations. 
  

Users can mix and match two types of COMMUNICATORS – the ergonomic beltpac or the all-in-one 
wireless headset.  The BP300 is the industry’s smallest, most comfortable and lightweight beltpac 
weighing only 7.4 oz with battery and pouch.   
 
The DX300 comes with a four-port battery charger and rechargeable lithium-ion batteries that can be 

charged in less than three hours even while all COMMUNICATORS are in use during an event. 
Operating in the license-free, 2.4 GHz frequency band, DX300 ensures secure, encrypted 
communications without the need for frequency coordination.    
  
For more information on DX300, please call (800) 909-6604 or logon to www.hme.com/DX300. 
  
About HME  
Founded in 1971, HME is an innovative technology company focused on enhancing productivity and 
customer service for the pro audio and sports markets.  HME has a 36-year reputation as a quality 
provider of innovative wireless intercom systems used in a wide variety of sports and other 
entertainment venues.  For information on other HME pro audio products, log on to www.hme.com.   
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The basic HME DX300 five-user system includes five headsets, three beltpacs, a beltpac battery charger, a base 
station and a carrying case.  Users can choose between the small, lightweight beltpac and the all-in-one wireless 
headset.  


